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Peavey
XR2012

Peavey
DTH-4115f

Features:
Externally switchable, full-range/bi-amp operation
1505-8 DT Black Widow® woofer
44XT™ compression driver
High power-handling, polypropylene capacitors
16-gauge powder coated metal grille

SoundTech
C600SN

EV 12"+Horn
Deltamax

ARX Graphic
ARX
EQ260
$0.00
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Each channel on the silver grey front panel features
30 of our new Extended Resolution long throw, centre
grounding faders, switchable to either ±15dB or ±6dB,
for the ideal combination of high fader resolution and
maximum cut and boost. A protective dust cover is
also fitted to each fader. As well, there is a Gain
recovery control with up to +10 dB of gain; a Clip LED
to indicate circuit overload, a sweepable 20-200Hz
High Pass filter, and an IN/OUT hardwire bypass
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Behriner Mixer
Behringer
UB2442FX
$0.00

Behringer Stereo EQ
Behringer
Eurorack FBQ3102
$0.00

Behringer DI
Behringer
DI 100
$49.00

Behringer Effects
Behringer
Virtuliser DSP 1000
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This is the big cajuna of the whole UB Series. You get
all the features you’d expect in an ultra high-quality
compact mixer: 16 balanced high-headroom line
inputs with dedicated gain controls on stereo channels
13-16, 10 new state-of-the-art, studio-grade IMP
“Invisible” Mic Preamps, and an effective, extremely
musical 3-band EQ with semi-parametric mid band
plus switchable low-cut filter on all mono channels.
There is also an integrated 24-bit digital stereo FX
Enjoy the limelight with the ULTRAGRAPH PRO
FBQ3102, a professional 31-band stereo graphic
equalizer for both live and studio applications. Its
amazing patent-pending FBQ Feedback Detection
System instantly detects feedback frequencies and
can also be used as an audio analyzer, making the
FBQ3102 a welcome addition to every touring setup.
Adding some extra oomph to your music is made easy
with the dedicated mono subwoofer output with
With the DI100, you can rest assured that your sound
source will reach your console balanced and noisefree. Go ahead and plug that guitar amp's speaker
output into the ULTRA-DI—it’ll deal with ratings of up
to 3,000 Watts and give you a perfect signal at the
other end. The input-buffering amplifier ensures clean,
pure and powerful sound, even with extremely long
cables. The DI100 also features our renowned OT-1
output transformer
The use of a high-power 24-bit DSP with two separate
"engines"enables you to process entirely different
effects for the left and right channels. You can, for
example, use the VIRTUALIZER PRO as a chorus on
one channel and as a reverb on the other – with
individual routing. Needless to say, first-class serial
effect combinations, like tremolo/delay or pitch/reverb,
are also possible.
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Behringer EQ
Behringer
Ultragraph PRO FBQ3102
$0.00

Behringer Powered
Behringer
Ultrawave B300

Beringer-Head
Behringer
PMP2000
$0.00

Bose 802
Bose
802
$0.00
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Professional 31-band stereo Graphic Equalizer for
both live and studio applicationsRevolutionary, patentpending FBQ Feedback Detection System instantly
reveals critical frequencies and can also be used as
Audio Analyzer Dedicated mono subwoofer output
with adjustable crossover frequency Additional
sweepable high and low cut filters for each channel
remove unwanted frequencies e.g. floor rumble, tape
hiss, etc. Highly accurate 12-digit LED input/output
Features
2-way bi-amping with two high-power amps, 300
Watts total power
15" long-throw woofer with high-power magnet
High-efficiency 1 1 /4 " titanium HF driver
Integrated 2-band EQ, crossover and limiters
ULN mic preamp for direct connection of dynamic
microphones
Phase and time correction circuitries for optimal
The PMP2000 powered mixer delivers more power,
better sound at less weight! The PMP2000 mixer
delivers 250 Watts of power (at 4ohms) and incredible
performance through new-generation amplifier
technology, crystal-clear sound plus an ultra-compact
and lightweight design. The 24-bit stereo FX
processor, IMP mic preamps and more round off this
impressive package of power features. Great sound in
a lightweight package!
Get the audio quality, versatility and durability you
need with the new 802® Series III loudspeaker. We
enhanced our flagship professional loudspeaker to
deliver high-output performances for medium-size
clubs, large indoor venues and outdoor spaces. New
drivers and active equalization help reproduce vocals
and musical instruments with improved smoothness
and warmth—at low or high volumes, from live or
recorded music.
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Cable Tester
Behringer
CT100
$49.00

You’ve been there: everything’s connected, people are
playing, but there’s no sound. In most cases, a faulty
cable is the culprit. Enter our new CABLE TESTER
CT100. This intelligent, CPU-controlled tester accepts
virtually any connector type: XLR, mono and TRS
phone (1/4", 1/8", TT), RCA and MIDI. And it’s
incredibly easy to use: The LED display shows which
input pin is connected to which output pin. Separate
shield and phantom power LED’s indicate proper

Crossover
Urei
525

CS800
Peavy
CS800
$0.00

DBX Compressor
DBX
166XL
$0.00

DBX Driverack
DBX
DRIVERACK PA
$0.00
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Peavey CS-800 power amplifier, 400Watts RMS
stereo, 800Watts RMS Mono, introduced in 1976,
mine was made in the early 80s and has the "DDT"
feature:distortion detection technique, which works to
prevent clipping and distortion with a signal
compressor. Features high-power stereo/mono
operation with crossovers. Adjustable sensitivity for
both channels. 1/4 inch or XLR inputs with 1/4 inch
and banana outputs. Solid-State, fan-cooled, thermal
The dbx 166XL Dual Compressor Limiter uses
advanced gate circuitry to yield ultrasmooth release
characteristics, no matter how complex the signals.
The Stereo Couple mode with True RMS Power
Summing produces a solid image, even with high
compression. Full sidechain functionality with hard
knee or OverEasy compression algorithms. Single
rackspace.
The DriveRack® PA continues the legacy of
DriveRack® series, which has been created by the
company that has been redefining the standard of
signal processing for more than 30 years. The
DriveRack® PA was designed with the purpose and
vision of providing state-of-the-art signal processing,
while utilizing a simple and intuitive user interface.
This goal has been achieved by offering two
independent channels of processing power with a
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DBX EQ
DBX
231 Dual Equaliser
$0.00

DJ Mixer
Behringer
VMX 300

With a lineage extending back to the revered 12 and
20 Series graphic equalizers, the dbx 231 easily lives
up to the dbx reputation at a price point which can find
a home in the tightest of budgets. Besides including
two 31-band channels of 1/3-octave equalization, the
231 also offers ±6 or ±12 dB boost/cut range; XLR,
20mm faders and 1/4" inputs; nonconductive nylon
sliders; and an intuitive user interface with
comprehensive output and gain reduction metering.
Features
3 dual-input stereo channels, one switchable to mic
level with auto-talkover function
Gain, 3-band kill EQ (-32 dB) and dedicated level
meter per channel
Awesome XPQ 3D stereo surround effect
Intelligent dual auto BPM counter with time and beat
sync display
Front-panel 3-way kill switches with revolutionary

Double 18"
Peavey
Black Widdow

Dual CD Player
American Audio
DCD-PRO240

GB2
Soundcraft
GB2 32CH
$0.00
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• Color changing LCD Display: Red, Green or Blue
• Fader “Q” Start
• Jog/Shuttle wheel
• Digital output - S/PDIF
• SNGL/Continue
• ± 8%, ± 12% or ± 16% Pitch
• +10 Track Advance
• Instant Start
• Reads CDs and CD-R discs
The GB2 is the latest addition to the Soundcraft GB
Series, featuring 4 group busses configured as 2
stereo subgroups and an integral 6 x 2 matrix.
Intended for installed-sound and Audio-Visual
applications that do not require the functionality
provided by the GB4 or GB8, the GB2 is available in
frame sizes of 16, 24 and 32 mono inputs, each with 2
stereo inputs as standard. Each input features the
high-performance GB30 Mic Pre and GB30 Equaliser
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GB4
Soundcraft
GB4 24CH
$0.00

# GB SERIES JOINS NEW-LOOK PROFESSIONAL
RANGE Available in frame sizes from 12 to 40
channels, the GB4 is designed for installations such
as churches and performance venues, or for small
touring sound systems. The dual-mode topology
implemented to such success on the MH3 and MH4
desks allows the GB4 to be used on FOH or monitor
duties, with fader control of group or aux outputs.

IC7 Array
Iconx
IC7

Klark Teknic Mono Graphic
Klark Teknik
DN27A

Lab.Gruppen Amp
Lab Gruppen
FP 6000q
$0.00

Lexicon FX
Lexicon
MX 200
$0.00
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The FP 6000Q is the sister amplifier to the flagship FP
10000Q 4-channel model in the FP+ Series. At the
core of the FP 6000Q’s performance is a breakthrough
advance in Lab.gruppen’s patented Class TD output
stage, an amplifier topology that approaches the
exceptional efficiency of class D while retaining the
sonic purity of proven class AB designs. Further
contributing to the remarkable efficiency of the FP
6000Q is a Regulated Switch Mode Power Supply (R.
Whether you're looking for raw processing power with
instant front-panel access for live performance, or
seeking rich, smooth and complex processing
algorithms in the studio, Lexicon® brings the best of
both worlds together in the MX200 Dual
Reverb/Effects Processor. Designed with both live
sound reinforcement and home recording in mind,
MX200 features the deep, rich reverb and effects
algorithms that built the Lexicon legend, and adds
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Listening Wedge
Boss
MA-15A

LS9
Yamaha
LS9-32
$12,000.00

Mic Stand

The LS9 series consoles follow in the distinguished
footsteps of the Yamaha PM1D, PM5D, and M7CL,
expanding Yamaha's digital mixing console lineup for
live sound and installations. The LS9 series consists
of the 32-mic/line input 64-channel LS9-32, and the
16-mic/line input 32 channel LS9-16. While being
compact and light enough for one person to move and
set up easily, both models include features that have
been field-proven in previous Yamaha digital consoles
Use your imagination

K&M
Microphone Stand (Grey Long)

Mic Stand Big

Use your imagination

Beyerdynamic
Microphone Stand (Black Long)

Mic Stand small

Use your imagination

K&M
Microphone Stand (Grey Shrt)

Mic Stand Small

Use your imagination

Beyerdynamic
Microphone Stand (Black Shrt)
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Nexo Amp
Camco
Nexo PS-10
$0.00

NEXO SUB
Nexo
LS-500
$0.00

PS-10
Nexo
PS-10
$0.00

Quest Foldback
Quest
QM12DC
$0.00
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The PS10AMP is a dedicated amplifier that allows the
PS10 Loudspeaker and optional LS500 Subwoofer to
achieve exceptional performance from such compact
packages. The integrated PS10 TDcontroller provides
crossover, sensed amplifier control and system
equalisation optimised for the PS10 and LS500.
Like all NEXO processors, the PS10AMP provides
precision dynamic, voice coil temperature and
diaphragm displacement protection through the use of
The LS500 SubBass extends the usable range of the
PS10 Loudspeaker to 38Hz, providing 134dB Peak
output in an extremely compact, light weight package.
The PS10 TDcontroller's integral sub section and
combined signal (PS10 and LS500) Speakon wiring
ensure cost effective and simple system
implementation. One LS500 is typically used with 2x
PS10 loudspeakers. Additional units may be used for
an enhanced effect.High power system (134dB Peak
FOUNDATION of PS SERIES
The PS10 Loudspeaker can be safely driven with over
500W of amplifier power, yet it is only half the weight
and volume of common trapezoidal systems. The
dispersion, architecture and weight balance of the
PS10 Loudspeaker are designed to provide both
exceptional PA and stage monitor performance
without compromise.
This flexibility is realized by a proprietary constant
Ideal for small stages, the Q-Motion DC is a collection
of 2-way full range loudspeakers with remarkable
vocal presence, clarity and high feedback stability.
Based around Quest custom designed coaxial drivers
with an integrated 1" HF rear mounted transducer,
they have been engineered as a compact low profile
speaker with the capacity for two set up angles. DC
series boxes can be used either as a stage monitors,
short throw wide dispersion front of house speakers or
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Rane C4
Rane
C4
$0.00

Speaker Stand

The C4 Quad Compressor/Limiter presents matchless
feature, performance and ergonomic value. Rounding
out Rane's popular series of analog-controlled digital
products for live sound applications, the C4 offers four
feature-packed channels of compression and limiting
in a 2U package. Internal and external side-chain
options offer a fully adjustable parametric EQ for
frequency-dependent compression or de-essing. The
oversampled brick wall limiter determines the
Use your imagination

K&M
Speaker Stand

Sub
Turbosound
TXD-215

Turbo Black
Turbosound
TXD-121 (BLK)
$748.00

Turbo Blue
Turbo Sound
TXD-121
$748.00
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Front-loaded subwoofer containing two 15" low
frequency drivers . Constructed from birch plywood,
fitted with flush handles, pole mount sockets, optional
rubber feet, M10 internal rigging points and two
Speakon NL4MP connectors. Optional T4 wheel kit
available.
Compact passive trapezoidal 2-way loudspeaker with
a 12" low frequency driver and a 1" high frequency
compression driver on a 70 x 40 high frequency horn
in an easily transportable trapezoidal enclosure.
Includes two stage high frequency protection system
to guard against HF driver overload. Constructed from
birch plywood, fitted with flush handles, pole mount
socket and rubber feet, internal M10 rigging points and
two Speakon NL4MP connectors.
Compact passive trapezoidal 2-way loudspeaker with
a 12" low frequency driver and a 1" high frequency
compression driver on a 70 x 40 high frequency horn
in an easily transportable trapezoidal enclosure.
Includes two stage high frequency protection system
to guard against HF driver overload. Constructed from
birch plywood, fitted with flush handles, pole mount
socket and rubber feet, internal M10 rigging points and
two Speakon NL4MP connectors.
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Turbo Monitor
Turbosound
TLX-1201M
$748.00

Turbo Sub
Turbosound
TXD-115
$748.00
Ultra curve Pro Processor
Behringer
DEQ2496
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Compact passive 2-way floor monitor with a 12" low
frequency driver and a 1" high frequency compression
driver on a 40H x 70V high frequency horn in a
symmetrical, low profile enclosure. Includes two stage
high frequency protection system to guard against HF
driver overload. Constructed from birch plywood, fitted
with flush handles, pole mount socket, rubber feet and
two Speakon NL4MP connectors.
Compact front-loaded subwoofer containing a 15" low
frequency driver . Constructed from birch plywood,
fitted with flush handles, pole mount socket, rubber
feet, M10 internal rigging points and two Speakon
NL4MP connectors.

The ULTRACURVE PRO DEQ2496 is an ultra highprecision digital 24-bit/96 kHz EQ/RTA mastering
processor. Its extremely high audio performance
makes it ideal for audiophile mastering and PA
purposes. There are 4 concurrently selectable EQ
modules (31-band graphic EQ, 10-band parametric
EQ, Feedback Destroyer and three dynamic EQs per
channel).
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